DO YOU WANNA TAKE A FROZEN QUIZ?

1. What is the name of the town where Anna and Elsa live?  
2. Anna takes the glove from which of Elsa’s hands?  
3. Wandering Oaken’s Trading Post and:  
4. How many of Oaken’s family members did we see in #3’s answer?  
5. What three items did Kristoff want to purchase?  
6. How much did Oaken want for all three items?  
7. How much was Kristoff willing to pay?  
8. This character says "All good things. All good things."  
9. How many salad plates did Anna mention?  
10. Anna told Kristoff that Hans best friend was probably named what?  
11. Anna tells Kristoff that Hans’ last name is:  
12. How many pieces of coal are on the front of Olaf? (not his eyes)  
13. What were Anna, Kristoff and Sven chased by during the sleigh ride?  
14. Who does Olaf dance with while singing "In Summer"?  
15. When Kristoff sees the trolls, three announce their news:  
   1. 
   2. 
   3. 
16. Which character gets their tongue stuck to a railing?  
17. Which two characters say "The sky’s awake…"  
18. What is the name of the snow monster?